With this approach H&H Fruit represents a unique example in
regional development through direct and indirect employment,
increasing the cultivable land protecting the natural populations
for the agricultural benefit while being oriented towards the
exporting and producing base for the future.

HAWTHORN

ROSE HIP

BUCKTHORN

Heko Company is opened for all kinds of cooperation in terms of
cooperation business by giving plants and guarantee for
purchase of produced fruits and for safe selling of final products
whether on home or foreign market. H&H Fruit was
subsequently established as a result of expanding the basic
activity of the agricultural complex HEKO doo Bugojno which is
oriented towards primary and secondary agricultural production
and agro - tourism.
The primary activities are linked to the agricultural production:
fruit-growing, cattle breeding, farming, and gardening
production.
The addition to all activities is a part of rural tourism as a
connection between above mentioned production and the final
products.

STORAGE

BLACKTHORN

ELDERBERRY

MOREL

BOLETE

CHANTERELLE

For all detailed information, please
contact us:
Tel/fax: +387 (0)30 252 420
www.heko.ba
E-mail: info@heko.ba
Or pay a visit on the following address:
HEKO d.o.o.
Sultan Ahmedova 77
70230 Bugojno

AND PROCESSING...

Company Heko doo deals with primary and secondary
agricultural production. With its brand H&H Fruit and motto ''Our
Fruit your Health'' company owns a modern nursery for the
berry fruits plant production and facility for storage and
processing berry fruit and a number of wild fruits. H&H Fruit
owns a cold storage 1000 tones capacity for storage and
processing which is located directly by the main road in direction
Bugojno – Split on a way from Bugojno to Kupres.

The 2009 season is marked with the beginning of the raspberry
purchase from the production fields in wide area of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and other berry fruit: strawberry and blackberry
and numerous wild fruits. Goods are transported in adequate
vehicles from fields and after that they go into the cold storage
where all the activities are according to the EU standards for this
branch.

After the goods have been brought to the cold storage, the
phase of cooling and deep freeze follows. After the freezing is
finished, the next step is calibrating and sorting according to the
qualitative categories and at the end it all goes to packaging and
sorting of products which are exported for market.

WILD BLACKBERRY

WILD APPLE

HEZELNUT

WILD STRAWBERRY

WILD PEAR

JUNIPER

LINGONBERRY

BILBERRY

WILD RASPBERRY

BLACK AND WHITE
MULBERRY

In cold storage there's a gate for receiving goods, cooling
chambers and deep freeze for all the received goods, rooms for
sorting and processing, hallway and six chambers for storage of
frozen products. The unnecessary parts of this line are vehicles
with adequate conditions for good transport of fruits from the
place of purchase to the place of storage.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina and in the region Heko Company
with its branch H&H Fruit represents a unique example of
successful business and a positive development of the entire
region in the agriculture production.

Today our company deals with berry fruit purchase from the
production fields i.e. cultivated raspberry, blackberry,
strawberry, blueberry etc. and numerous wild fruits. From the
wild fruits H&H Fruit is organizing the purchase of the following:

